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REAP the Benefits of Relevance. Engagement. Action. Purpose. ©                                                             

 

                                             

"If you're going to see change, you have to invest in it.  Orchestras have to be willing to invest in 

producing music that represents the communities we're talking about, and invest in ways to 

attract musicians and audiences."   

Gary Ginstling, Executive Director of the National Symphony Orchestra. 

 

Oak Ridge Civic Music Association!  Fabulous musicians.  Acclaimed guest artists.  

Committed volunteers.  Tireless board and staff.  But simply put, ORCMA's single, 

highest priority can no longer be to present outstanding concerts.    

Why?   

Because the market bears this out in ticket sales and attendance. Nationwide, 

attendance numbers continue to trend downward for traditional orchestra 

audiences, and new audiences are not being cultivated quickly enough to keep up 

with the loss.  ORCMA is not immune.   

A surge in social consciousness also demands that the classical music field address 

an industry-wide lack of diversity, inclusion and equity.  Add in the presumed 

mystery of Millennials, and music organizations find themselves face-to-face with 

mandatory change. 
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To their credit, music organizations, including ORCMA, have become more focused 

on their communities.  And in some organizations, outreach performances have 

exceeded concert hall performances.   

But in taking the approach of outreach, many of these organizations have been 

confronted by communities that viewed the outreach as charity they didn't ask for, 

nor want.  As a result, organizations began changing their terminology from 

community “outreach" to community “engagement."  But their efforts remained 

one-sided, and concert halls remained half-full at best.  One apparently frustrated 

orchestra executive was famously quoted that his organization was not connected 

to the African American community because it was too costly and too time-

consuming to do so. 

So we ask, "How can we get people into the concert hall?"   

But we should be asking:  

• How can we serve our community's needs?   

• Where should we serve our community?  And finally,  

• How can we structure our organization so that serving our community fulfills 

our own mission? 

Chances are you are at this moment considering how ORCMA can serve its 

community's needs without experiencing mission creep.  As you ponder, please 

also consider these questions that will provide our throughline to success: 

• Is ORCMA relevant to our community?   

• How can ORCMA engage with our community?  

• What immediate and ongoing action can ORCMA take in our community? 

• Can relevance, engagement and action define our purpose for our 

community? 

I note here that without community investment and interaction, there are fewer 

ticket sales; there is lower attendance; there are fewer audience members being 

cultivated into contributors; and there are fewer philanthropists and corporate 

funders to support ORCMA's programming. 

In an age when people celebrate their birthdays by raising money for their favorite 

causes on Facebook, ORCMA must also begin to think and act beyond traditional 
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development philosophies.  We must begin to prioritize our existence based on our 

community's needs and desires – not on what is convenient for us internally nor on 

what we think our community needs – and we must respond and act accordingly.   

And herein lies the challenge of development and audience building in the 21 st 

century – because it isn't only about concerts, dinners and auctions any more.  It 

isn't only about mailings, ads and flyers any more.  It is also about relationships, 

action and outcomes.  It is about what an organization is doing for its community.    

Fortunately, when the organization is doing something great for its community, 

word will travel faster than any flyer.  And fortunately, community needs and 

desires can be the basis for fund raising opportunities, as well as the source of 

grant funding for relevant programming.   

In reading the Oak Ridge Breakfast Rotary Club grant guidelines, for example, and 

in reviewing the programming of their current grantees, it is quickly evident that 

ORCMA is not currently nor regularly offering the kind of programming that the 

ORBRC grants are funding throughout the community.  Their primary purpose is 

"to promote relief of the poor, the distressed, and/or the underprivileged, and to 

further education, science, vocational, and literary activities in the local area."  The 

good news, though, is that we could very easily incorporate this kind of 

programming with the right investment of relationship-building and action. 

As ORCMA moves toward and beyond our 75th anniversary season, we must 

quickly DEFINE, DESIGN and REFINE our relevance, engagement, action and purpose in 

our community to reap any benefits.   

In today's world, audiences, donors, funders – even musicians – are demanding 

different outcomes from their invested time and dollars in arts organizations...and 

again, ORCMA is not immune.  So, how do we define our relevance, engagement, 

action and purpose?  What is our identity?  Specifically, are we just another 

orchestra and chorus in the region – another "gig" for the musicians in the region – 

or...what is it that we do as a main component of our programming that is 

different and unique from the Knoxville Symphony Orchestra, the Bryan Symphony 

Orchestra, the Symphony in the Mountains, etc.?  What is it that we can do that 

they cannot?   

The answer lies in knowing who we are and what we must be to our community.  

To determine what overall programming might be well received, I propose that 
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ORCMA consider the viability of any or all of the following priorities intended to 

increase interest in and support for ORCMA.  These are not to be perceived as all-

encompassing or set in stone, but certainly they should be a point of departure or 

springboard for moving toward the goal of increased attendance and ticket 

purchases.  All will require some combination of investment of time, resources and 

financial backing, in conjunction with volunteers, contractors, and board members 

to lead and champion the projects with me. 

PRIORITY:  PENNY 4 ARTS – Grow our Youth (18 years and under) audience.  If youth 

are not attending our concerts regularly when the cost is free, what will bring them 

in after they turn 19 and the cost increases?  Currently, we present adult programs, 

and we invite youth to attend (for free), but nothing in our programs is geared 

specifically to youth.  What in our programming is innovative and relevant to youth? 

• PROPOSAL:  EVERY CONCERT WILL HAVE YOUTH/EDUCATION COMPONENTS 

SO THAT YOUTH CAN PARTICIPATE IN OUR CONCERTS IN AGE APPRORIATE 

WAYS.  APPROACH POTENTIAL ADVERTISERS.  APPLY FOR FUNDING.  

o How?  Implement a Program Book Insert designed and written by 

youth for Youth 18 & Under.  Could possibly be a digital app created 

by HS math students and funded by UTB.  Collaborate with MS/HS 

teachers, music teachers, curriculum specialists, librarians.  

▪ Content focus is music education and literacy – books, themes, 

storytelling, and arts integration concepts related to our on-

stage programming.  For example, Shakespeare, metaphors, 

and unrequited love are English Language Arts themes and 

topics connected to Fantastique Finale. 

▪ Content focus is on acquiring listening and observation skills 

similar to those of a professional musician or scientist. 

▪ Should include college ads (music, arts & sciences) 

▪ Should include music festival/camp ads 

▪ Should feature information on career choices in the arts 

▪ Could include human interest stories written by youth 

▪ Could bolster a Listening Club (like an afterschool book club, 

but music-based) 

▪ Etc. 

Jim Rome
Sticky Note
A great idea. I had never heard of them. Are we putting our events on their calendar?

Rachel
Sticky Note
Not Rachel; Lisa.  Oh good.  Thank you.  Yes, our events are on their calendar, and we acknowledge Penny4Arts in our press releases and on FB.  We'll add to program book next season.  

Rachel
Sticky Note
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PRIORITY:  MUSIC EDUCATION – Offer an innovative, unique music education 

opportunity for underserved students.  

• PROPOSAL:  START A MS/HS STRING CHAMBER ORCHESTRA USING CARBON 

FIBER INSTRUMENTS FOR AN AMAZING OPPORTUNITY FOR YOUTH TO 

STUDY MUSIC CONCURRENTLY WITH STEM SUBJECTS AND CONCEPTS.  

APPLY FOR FUNDING.  ORBRC?  APPROACH POTENTIAL ADVERTISERS.  

o How? Collaborate with the Carbon Fiber Technology Facility located at 

ORNL, and MS/HS music teachers and STEM teachers for curriculum 

development beyond traditional orchestra class. 

▪ Students could tour the facility for further study.  

▪ Programming could serve as a pipeline for work force 

development.   

▪ Offers an excellent opportunity to contract guest artists who 

experiment with technology and music or who perform on 

carbon fiber instruments.  Yo-Yo Ma comes to mind. 

PRIORITY:  EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS – Develop reasonable collaborations with 

other organizations in the area.      

• PROPOSAL:  DEVELOP A RELATIONSHIP WITH SOUND COMPANY CHILDREN'S 

CHOIR SO THAT WE ARE CONTINUALLY ENGAGED WITH EACH OTHER 

BEYOND OUR ON-STAGE COLLABORATIONS. 

o How?  Meet with Katy Wolfe 3/11/18 to start this conversation.  

• PROPOSAL:  IDENTIFY ORGANIZATIONS ALSO HOUSED AT TRINITY CENTER 

WITH WHOM A PARTNERSHIP MAKES SENSE.  DEVELOP PROGRAMMING 

THAT FULFILLS BOTH MISSIONS.  APPLY FOR FUNDING. 

o How?  Start with folks next door at The Arc; they have already 

expressed interest.  Perhaps TORCH.  

PRIORITY:  PROGRAMMING & ARTIST SELECTION – Present programs of interest to a 

broad population base.  Communicate that all are welcome.  Tell the story behind 

the music.  Orchestra, chorus and guest artists must reflect a broad population base.  

• PROPOSAL:  PROGRAM WORKS WITH APPEAL TO A BROAD POPULATON 

BASE OR WORKS WITH ARTS & SCIENCE CONNECTIONS.  APPROACH 

SPONSORS FOR FUNDING. 

Jim Rome
Sticky Note
I suspect that these are quite expensive--more than wood. Who would lead this? Does the HS already do this?
A CF violin costs $5539


Jim Rome
Sticky Note
We should revive pre-concert talks for the Berlioz and for next year.

Rachel
Sticky Note
Yes, carbon fiber instruments are expensive, but nearly  indestructible, so minimal maintenance.  STEM and the arts programming should warrant grant funding.  Could start with a string quartet.  Many string students and professionals use carbon fiber bows.  I have not heard that they are using CF instruments at the high school.  I'll speak with Martha and Doug and Susan about finding someone to lead it.

Rachel
Sticky Note
Oak Ridge is a learning community.  Pre-concert talks are worthy.  We might consider a shorter concert if so. 
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o Bluebeard's Castle by Bartok with Dale Chihuly sets 

o Films by astronomer Dr. José Francisco Salgado (I have spoken with JF 

just yesterday.  He is moving to Nashville and is interested and highly 

motivated to collaborate.  Films may require, however, a different 

screen than what is available at ORHS.)  

▪ Legend of the Northern Lights (Christopher Theofanidas)  

▪ The Planets (Gustav Holst) 

▪ Moon Rising (Ravel) 

o Beatles Fantasie for Violin & Orchestra   

▪ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70_xLgLBw1w 

o Contract guest artists from the Sphinx Organization Network.  Many 

have social awareness platforms. 

▪ Sphinx Virtuosi for Chamber Music Series 

▪ Kelly Hall-Tompkins, violin (Fiddler for Broadway production) 

has a long-standing program connected to homeless shelters 

▪ Elena Urioste, violin, incorporates health & fitness into her 

performances 

▪ Xavier Foley, double bass (2018 Avery Fisher Career Grant)  

▪ Thomas Mesa, cello 

o Film Music 

PRIORITY:  IMAGE & VISIBILITY – Focus on and communicate a professional image. 

Communicate that all are welcome.  Includes signage, online & print materials, office 

presentation, planet awareness.   

• PROPOSAL:  FURTHER INVESTIGATE SIGNAGE FOR EXTERIOR & INTERIOR AT 

TRINITY AND OTHER PERFORMANCE LOCATIONS. 

• PROPOSAL:  PURCHASE BRANDING PACKAGE FOR PRINT MATERIALS (FONTS, 

COLORS, ETC.).  

• PROPOSAL:   UPDATE THE ORSO & ORC WEBSITE PAGES 

o How?  Collaborate with James Rome 

▪ Add ORC roster, invitation letter, and contact person  

▪ Add ORSO roster, opportunities, and contact person 

• PROPOSAL:  SEND AN INVITATION TO ALL PLACES OF WORSHIP IN OAK 

RIDGE TO JOIN THE ORC. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70_xLgLBw1w
Jim Rome
Sticky Note
Really expensive ...

Jim Rome
Sticky Note
Good idea. If orchestra members brought stand lights, we could darken the stage. It would be a great effect.

Jim Rome
Sticky Note
I surprisingly like this piece!

Jim Rome
Sticky Note
Bill S: Is this viable for next year?

Jim Rome
Sticky Note
No one has done Lawrence of Arabia or Around the World in 80 Days, which both have great scores.

Jim Rome
Sticky Note
Do it!

Jim Rome
Sticky Note
Rachel designed the current site. It minimizes engagement with ORCMA programs IMHO. A user clicks on a concert, goes to the details page and buys a ticket, get information, and leaves. How can we extend their engagement?

Rachel
Sticky Note
Yes.  Sponsors, sponsors, sponsors.

Rachel
Sticky Note
I will send some private links.  Northern Lights would be good for a family or YPC-style concert.  Planets speaks for itself.  2019 is 50th anniversary of lunar landing, so good opp for Moon Rising.

Rachel
Sticky Note
It has a certain appeal!

Rachel
Sticky Note
2018 program is Music without Borders.  Scroll to bottom of this page:  http://www.sphinxmusic.org/sphinx-virtuosi/It is a large group: 18, but there's nothing like it.Contact:  For North American bookings please contact California Artists Management:www.calartists.comSusan Endrizzi Morristel: 707-937-4787 / 415-302-1083sue.endrizzi@gmail.comDonald E. Osbornetel: 415-362-2787don@calartists.com

Rachel
Sticky Note
Interesting! 

Rachel
Sticky Note
Some folks need fast transactions,   but I would like to see the website be more personable and invitational.  We could start with names, faces, and perhaps a quick greeting from the MD that changes with each concert.   Something that will keep people coming back to the site because there's always something new.   Also, a true invitation to join the chorus, and contact info for interested musicians.  I especially like the videos and brief notes you've been adding.

Rachel
Sticky Note
Good!
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o How?  Collaborate with Jaclyn, Seth to compose letter, send, post on 

website.  Follow up. 

• PROPOSAL:  BE WILLING TO PERFORM OFF THE TURNPIKE.   

• PROPOSAL:  ORCMA SETS UP A “SAVE THE TREES” FUND AND CONTRIBUTES 

$.50 OF EVERY TICKET SOLD TO THIS ACCOUNT IN ORDER TO FUND 

PURCHASE OF CARBON FIBER INSTRUMENTS OR TO PAY TEACHERS.  

APPROACH SPONSORS, FUNDERS. 

• PROPOSAL:  INVEST IN OFFICE DIY PROJECTS.  I’M CERTAIN THAT FOLKS 

HAVE PREVIOUSLY INVESTED MUCH TIME, ENERGY, AND MONEY INTO OUR 

CURRENT OFFICE, AND IT IS A WONDERFUL OFFICE SPACE.  BUT, IT NEEDS 

HELP NOW.  EVERYONE WHO ENTERS OUR SPACE SHOULD BE ELEVATED.  

LET’S BEAUTIFY OUR OFFICE SPACE.   

o How?  DIY projects.  Purchase cleaning supplies; clean kitchenette and 

microwave.  (Who left the microwave like that, anyway?)  Remove 

moldy refrigerator; replace refrigerator.  Find new location for other 

misc. items in the kitchenette.  Organize the beautiful wooden 

cabinet.  Find a way to cover all the wires; they are a tripping hazard.  

Find a break table, coffee machine, mugs.  Add plant(s), artwork, 

posters, etc. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Lisa 

 

 

 

 

  

Jim Rome
Sticky Note
How about to pay for performances at Nursing homes?

Jim Rome
Sticky Note
You have the authority to purchase things like cleaning supplies. I'll be glad to donate coffee mugs and plants.
How many people besides Board members and volunteers come to our office?

Rachel
Sticky Note
Certainly.

Rachel
Sticky Note
Thank you, Jim.  One of my goals would be for the office to have some buzz.  We want buzz every place possible.  I want people talking about ORCMA.




